Abstract To manage the complexity and to support the reuse, software engineering approaches, in particular object-oriented methods, have been introduced in the design of embedded systems. While model checking is an accepted verification method for hardware designs at the register-transfer level, its application to more abstract levels as in particular hardware-software co-designs is not obvious. We present a straightforward modeling of objects and methods as finite state transition systems, that allows to validate the complex concurrent behavior and interactions of the threads for a fixed finite number of components. We illustrate the approach by a real-world example taken from the implementation of an embedded operating system kernel.
Introduction
In hardware design, formal verification methods as, e.g., model checking of temporal logics is a successful technique to improve the quality of a design. By formally modeling a design, errors can be detected in early design phases, thereby avoiding a costly production of misbehaving circuits. While in hardware design, formal methods are widely accepted, software verification is only applied more specifically, e.g., in the area of telecommunication protocols. Since nowadays embedded microelectronic components are an integral part of a lot of technical devices, e.g., consumer electronics or automobiles, the correct functioning is a key issue also in the design of embedded systems.
However, the partition into hardware and software is variable in modern designs of embedded systems: with seamless design flows, it is possible to modify the hardware/software partition in a later reuse if other requirements on speed or costs are given (this trend is often called 'hardware is becoming soft'). In the design phases of an embedded system where the partitioning into hardware and software has not yet taken place, the design methodologies from software engineering are predominant. Objectoriented modeling techniques like UML [1] or Statecharts [2] are used for specification [3] and in later phases the system is often described in C++ [4] or Java [5] (see [6, 7] ).
In general, object-oriented designs may contain complex class hierarchies and data structures. Thus, many verification approaches for object-oriented designs rely on first or higher order logic, sometimes even extended by special constructs to handle typing and inheritance [8, 9] . They allow the verification of class hierarchies and inheritance in complex object-oriented information systems but for the price of interactive theorem proving that requires much knowledge and routine in advanced proof techniques. This is not the domain we are interested in here.
In the design of embedded systems, data structures and class hierarchies are often less complex. Object-oriented techniques are applied to achieve a well-structured and modular design of large systems [3, 6, 7] . Also reusability of previous designs is an important issue in favor of object-oriented designs. For this application domain, the main issue is to validate the interactions of a set of concurrently existing objects whose methods may run in parallel. We, moreover, allow the dynamic construction and destruction of these objects. In this paper, we apply model checking of temporal logics (see [10] for a survey) for systematic debugging of such object-oriented concurrent designs. Model checking has proven a successful technique to verify such behavioral or temporal properties of finite state systems. Here we build a finite state model of a concurrent design by abstracting from infinite data types and a potentially arbitrary large sets of objects. Our approach systematically shows up errors in the behaviors and interactions of the object community that can be detected by modeling a fixed finite number of objects with finite data types. It does not guarantee the total correctness of the design, because the approach is intrinsically restricted to finite state variants of the investigated system. However, for a fixed finite number of objects, the correctness can be proven.
In our opinion the model checking approach has two main advantages: First it allows a straightforward modeling of common imperative system descriptions, e.g., C++ or, in particular, Java code and threads, because the imperative paradigm is relatively close to the finite state machine model of verification tools like SMV [11] or SPIN [12] . For instance, the treatment of side-effects is built-in whereas it leads to complicated proof techniques in a purely logical or functional framework [13, 14] . Thus, the additional effort for formally modeling (parts of) the system as a model checking problem is not too much. Secondly, model checking is an automated proof technique which is already familiar to many system designers. It is superior to simulation since the behavior of a fixed number of components is completely checked and in case of errors counterexamples, i.e., traces showing the disastrous behavior, are provided.
Whereas the entire behavior for a fixed number of objects can be checked automatically by a model checker, the results cannot be generalized to a larger number or even to infinitely many objects or infinite data types. This requires further formal abstraction techniques [15] (see [16] for an example of an 'verified' system where by an extension to infinite state verification an additional error was detected). Moreover, due to runtime limits and the state explosion problem, the number of objects that can be handled by model checking will be restricted in real world examples.
On the other hand, many problems in the concurrent behavior of a system already occur if a small number of components is investigated. Essentially, this is the basic motivation of our approach. We believe that the use of model checking for the verification of a relatively small number of objects with concurrently running methods on finite data types will show up most of the design errors. Therefore, we classify our approach not as a verification approach, but rather as an approach for the validation of such designs that supplements the traditional validation approaches such as debugging and simulation. To sum up, we propose model checking as a validation method which allows to quickly find errors in a design. To handle larger designs, we emphasize that it is often obvious that some attributes of an object do not effect the property one is interested in. For this reason, in many cases there is no need to model the objects completely. This obvious abstraction leads however to significantly better results because the resulting models are smaller. For more sophisticated abstractions we suggest methods as given in [17, 18, 15] .
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we briefly explain how to derive a finite state transition system from an object-oriented concurrent design. Then, we illustrate the method by an example that has been given to us by the research group of Prof. Schröder-Preikschat of the University of Magdeburg, and F. Schön of the German National Research Center for Computer Science (GMD-FIRST). The example is described in detail in [19] . The paper then ends with some conclusions.
From Concurrent Objects to Finite State Machines
In this section, we briefly describe how we derive a finite-state machine representation from an implementation of an object O of some class C. We do not fix a particular object-oriented language, instead we consider objects of a class C that contains the attributes a 1 , . . . , a n of types α 1 , . . . , α n , respectively. Moreover, the class provides methods τ 0 , . . . , τ m to manipulate these attributes where in particular τ 0 is the constructor method of the class (one of the τ m may be the destructor method). We denote the application of the method τ i for an object O of the class C as O.τ i and the attribute a i of an object O as O.a i .
We do not consider any inheritance problems or typing issues that are related with object-oriented modeling. Instead, we are interested in the following setting: for any object O, several methods O.τ i may be invoked in parallel as threads. By 'threads' we mean lightweight processes, i.e., processes that run in parallel on the memory (namely the attributes of O). Clearly, a major concern of such a design is to implement the methods τ i such that the concurrent execution does not lead to inconsistencies or runtime faults. Such problems may occur if concurrent threads modify the same attributes O.a i or if a thread O.τ i can not finish its operation since it is interrupted by another thread. Note that the methods O.τ i are not necessarily atomic, instead they consists of a sequence of operations which we consider as atomic. A method O.τ i may be suspended, aborted or interrupted by another method O.τ j . Beneath possible inconsistencies in the data structures also concurrency problems as deadlocks or fairness are of interest.
For modeling an object-oriented concurrent design as a finite state system, three different kinds of abstractions have to be applied systematically:
-Infinite data types must be mapped by an abstraction to a finite data domain. For example, integers are mapped to bitvectors of a certain length n, and a record of two integers is mapped to two such bitvectors. Then an object O with its attributes O.a i can be represented by global variables O.â i in our finite state model.
-While objects may come and go during the runtime of the program, the modeling as a finite state machine requires to fix a finite number of objects that are invariantly existent from the beginning, but are not always in use. Therefore, we can model the construction and destruction of objects, but we are forced to allocate for any class C finitely many objects O 1 , . . . , O nC , i.e., an array of such objects, in advance. This models the heap for the class C. For any object O i , we must declare variables O j .â i where i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n C } to store the actual attribute values.
Hence, we can model allocation and deallocation, i.e. construction and destruction of objects, but under the constraint that at any time for any class C no more than n C objects are in use. -Recall that we allow to run the methods O j .τ i in parallel. As we do not consider these methods as atomic operations, we model them as finite state machines A j,i that interact with each other. As the program code for any O j .τ i is finite, it is easily seen how A j,i is obtained from O j .τ i : simply consider each atomic statement as a state of A j,i and encode the control flow together with the data manipulation of O j .τ i by A j,i . The example in the next section will show this in detail. As the entire system must have finitely many states, we restrict also the maximal number of methods that can be run in parallel at the same moment. Similar to the construction and destruction of objects, we can however model that threads are dynamically started, suspended, aborted, or that they simply terminate.
Methods are understood as concurrent threads which are executed in an interleaved manner or by true parallel execution. We can model both, depending on the semantics of the programming language chosen for the implementation of the objects O.
Methods can be aborted, interrupted or suspended. Due to the description level and the properties to be validated, a granularity of atomicity has to be chosen. For instance, for a system design given in C++ or Java, it is reasonable to assume basic statements as atomic, whereas at the assembler level one would assume that a thread can be interrupted between two machine instructions. The same applies for the treatment of writeclashes: If a write-clash occurs because two concurrent threads modify the same attribute O.a i of O, a reasonable modeling close to the semantics of the implementation language has to be chosen: A value can be chosen indeterministically out of the concurrent write values or as another alternative, a resolution function could determine the final value as common in many concurrent languages as Esterel [20] or VHDL [21] . Our model is able to cope with any of these solutions.
We point out that our model is different from the usual formal models in object oriented design in several aspects: We consider methods as non-atomic and allow the concurrent invocation of methods running on the same object. Thereby a modeling close to practical implementations in C++ or Java is achieved that even takes into account that the operating system will suspend or activate threads. We are particularly interested in the question whether the design is robust wrt. the thread management of the operating system. For this reason, we must show the correctness of the concurrent behavior, i.e., absence of deadlocks and the consistency of the data structures, which in not trivial when methods can be interrupted at any state.
The construction of the finite-state model can be done automatically, when the maximal number of concurrent threads and concurrently existing objects are fixed, and the mapping of infinite data types to finite ones is given. Based on the finite state model we consider now specifications as absence of deadlocks or more specific ones that are then verified by a model checker. If the model checker will verify the property, we know that it holds for the specified resources, but we have no result for arbitrary numbers of objects and threads. On the other hand, if the model checker generates a counterexample, we know that the (infinite) system is not correct since there is a finite instantiation that contains an error. Therefore, our approach is more suited for the detection of errors than for proving the correctness, and this is the reason why we denote it as a 'validation' method.
We admit that in many cases, the amount of data values will be too large to be handled by a finite-state machine approach. We emphasize that many properties of the system are independent of a lot of attributes so that for the verification of these properties, we can use a partial model, which takes only the necessary attributes into account. Moreover, we point out that in the past decade some interesting approaches to the abstraction of reactive systems have been developed that can be directly applied here [17, 18, 15] . These methods can be applied to the finite state models that we generate here.
In this paper, we do not focus on the topic of suitable abstractions, and consider our models as they are straightforwardly obtained. The next section presents an application of the described method to an example to clarify the method in detail.
Interrupt-Transparent Lists
We now present an example to illustrate the modeling of a concurrent object-oriented system as a finite-state machine as given in the previous section. The example is taken from the domain of embedded operating systems and has been given to us by the research group of Prof. Schröder-Preikschat at the University of Magdeburg, and F. Schön of the German National Research Center for Computer Science (GMD-FIRST) [19] .
The objects that are considered here are single-linked lists that are used in operating systems for many purposes, as e.g. for storing processes that are currently active or suspended. As also interrupt service routines make use of these data structures, any method that modifies the list at any point of time may be interrupted. Therefore, the list may become inconsistent (some pointers point to wrong addresses), if no special care is taken for the implementation.
Schröder-Preikschat and Schön have developed an implementation of an interrupttransparent list class [19] . The consistency of the lists are guaranteed even if it is allowed to interrupt the methods for enqueueing and dequeuing elements at any point of time. The main validation task is to show this. Due to lack of space, we only discuss the correct enqueueing of elements if it is allowed that enqueue methods interrupt each other. In the parallel execution of these methods, an interleaving semantics is assumed so that we need not consider write-clashes.
In [19] is suggested to implement a C++ class for the lists as follows: As can be seen, objects of the class Chain consist simply of a pointer to the next chain object. Objects of the class Cargo consist of two pointers: A pointer next of the first element of the list, and a second pointer tail which points to the last element of the list. The constructor for the class Cargo simply sets the pointer next to 0, and the pointer tail to the current object, that is casted before to a Chain object.
Naively, an element can be enqueued by the method given below. In line z1, the new list item is enqueued by changing the next pointer of the last element of the list. In line z2, we update the tail pointer of the Cargo object, so that it points again to the last element of the list. tail->next = item; z2: tail = item; } While executed in isolation, the code is easily seen to be correct, this is no longer the case, if an enqueue method can be interrupted by another enqueue method. If the first enqueue is interrupted after it has executed z1, but not z2 then the element is already enqueued, but the tail pointer does not yet point to the new element. Consequently, if another enqueue method starts at this stage, it will enqueue its element also at the current place, will then update tail to point at the end of the list which is still correct, but then line z2 of the first enqueue method is executed which is erroneous and leads to an inconsistent data structure. This is illustrated in figure 1 , where we added the line numbers of the two considered enqueue methods (-means that the method is not running). Therefore, the enqueue method must be implemented in a more sophisticated manner to be robust against such interrupts. The implementation for enqueue suggested in [19] as follows: while (curr->next) s7 : curr = curr->next; s8 : last = curr; } s9 :
last->next = item; } We have labeled the program to reason about specific instructions. The enqueue method gets as argument an item which is an object of the class Chain. Hence, this argument consists of a pointer next. At label s1, this pointer is set to 0, since this element is to be enqueued at the end of the current list. s2 stored the current end of the list, and s3 assigns the tail pointer such that the argument that is to be enqueued is intended to become the last element. Clearly, if the thread is not interrupted then last>next must be 0. If there was an interrupt the interrupting enqueue thread could have inserted other elements so that we must now seek the current end of the list. This is done by the loop in the lines s5, . . . , s8. After the end of the list has been found, we finally add the argument to the list by the assignment of line s9.
Finite-State Model for Interrupt-Transparent Lists
As already outlined, we only consider a maximal number of enqueue threads, so that the problem can be mapped to a corresponding finite state problem and we are able to apply model checking techniques for its verification. We do not have truely parallel processes since for each Cargo object and each point of time there is at most one enqueue method active, that have possibly interrupted some others. We may emphasize however that this is due to a correct modeling of the interrupt-transparent lists and is not a restriction of our approach.
Modeling Lists of Bounded Length
For modeling the lists, there is no need to consider what is inside the inserted elements. In fact, the above C++ algorithms do also not really consider data structures that are kept in the list. For the validation, we are interested in questions like whether all elements are inserted regardless of interrupts.
For the modeling as a finite state problem, we consider n enqueue threads E 1 ,. . . , E n , where E i enqueues some item i. We have to consider n objects of the class Chain and one object of the class Cargo. Therefore, we have to deal with n + 1 pointers to objects of the class Chain, and another pointer (tail) of type Cargo. These pointers are defined below: type enum Address : 0, . . . , n; type enum Item : 1, . . . , n; var pt : array Address of Address; var tail : Address;
Recall that we only consider one object L of the class Cargo. The encoding of the list is as follows: The tail pointer of L is clearly the variable tail, and the first element of the list, i. 
Modeling the Enqueue Threads
An enqueue thread can be interrupted by another enqueue thread at any stage. Therefore, we model an enqueue thread as a finite state process with states s 0 ,..., s 10 and two local variables last i and curr i of type Address. The states directly correspond to the lines of C++ code of the implementation of the enqueue method. Additionally, we have to add a state s 0 which indicates that the enqueue thread has not already been started and another state s 10 that indicates that the enqueue thread has already terminated. While neither in s 0 nor in s 10 any C++ command is executed, in the other states the commands according to the C++ implementation of the enqueue method have to be executed. Hence, we have the following schedule of actions for the enqueue thread E i that enqueues item i: While it is clear that the process implements the enqueue method, we still have to model its interruption by other enqueue threads. Therefore, we run n of these processes E 1 ,. . . , E n in parallel which directly correspond to calls of the enqueue method to enqueue the items 1,. . . ,n. We assume without loss of generality that the thread E i starts before any E j with i < j. We allow that the threads start at arbitrary points of time, but in that order. Hence, if E i starts and terminates before E i+1 starts then E i will never be interrupted at all. However, if E j decides to start at a point of time where E i with i < j is currently running also then E i will be interrupted, since the threads E 1 ,. . . , E n are given static priorities. This interrupt mechanism that is controlled with the priorities is modeled with the following intermediate signals:
start k run i holds exactly iff thread E i is currently running, i.e. is in one of the code lines s 1 , . . . , s 9 . end i holds iff thread E i has terminated, i.e. if it is in its final state s 10 . ac i holds iff E i is allowed to proceed further with its execution. ac i is defined such that ac i holds iff no thread E k with i < k is currently running. If on the other hand some thread E k with i < k is currently running then ac i does not hold and this will disable the execution of E i . This means E i must stay in the current state and does not execute the action that is associated with the current state, hence, E i is suspended by the signal ac i . Finally, perm i is the signal that allows thread E i to start is work.
Using these control signals, we obtain the the state transition diagram as given in figure 2. 
Properties to be Checked
Having set up the finite-state machine model, we are now at the point where properties can be checked. For this reasons, we list here the properties that are of interest to us and list some experimental results that we have obtained with McMillan's new version of the SMV system 1 . The specifications for the interrupt-transparent lists are as follows:
all_enqueued: All items are enqueued:
All items are enqueued only once:
To check that there are no deadlocks, we check the specification
start_order: All enqueue threads are started in the order E 1 ,. . . , E n . This means that if enqueue thread E i is in state s 0 then all other enqueue threads E j with i < j are also in state s 0 . Note that being in state s 0 means that the method has not been started so far.
We say a set of enqueue threads E 1 ,. . . , E k with k < n forms a block, if there is a point of time t 0 where all these threads have terminated and none of the threads E k+1 ,. . . , E n has yet been started. This means we have an intermediate stage where the first k elements have been enqueued to the list. So we want to verify that at such an intermediate state, the list contains these elements:
= j means that for all j ∈ {0, . . . , k} there is a i ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that pt[i] = j holds. Hence, pt[0], . . . , pt[k] is a permutation of 0, . . . , k, which means that each element of 0, . . . , k is contained in the list. block_order: With the notion of blocks as given above, we can also specify that if a block E 1 ,. . . , E k of enqueue threads has been executed at a point of time t 0 before the remaining threads are started then the elements 1, . . . , k will appear before the elements k + 1,. . . ,n in the final list. Even more, we can verify that these elements form the k-prefix of the list which is unchanged from t 0 on: 
Checking Variants of the Enqueue Method
Often different variants of a design are considered for an implementation, in particular when several optimizations are discussed. Of course, the correct behavior has to be maintained. In this application domain, our approach is particularly useful: Variants of the implementation can be transferred to the finite state model nearly without extra effort and their equivalence to other variants can be immediately checked.
In the discussed example of the interrupt-transparent lists, such an optimization has been discussed. An optimization of the enqueue method can be obtained by eliminating the variable curr with the following implementation. We were able to verify all properties also for this optimized version of the algorithm. 
Conclusion
We considered the debugging of object oriented concurrent designs. Starting from a design, we have shown how to derive a finite-state machine model, provided that only a finite number of objects is sufficient for the program to run. Such a maximal bound has to be specified manually by the user, and is not derived by program analysis.
While we admit that the presented approach will only be of practical use if there are not too many data values in the system, we emphasize that we can abstract from data values that are not important for the verification of a certain property. For example, in the presented example, there was no need to model the items that are contained in the lists at all. We were interested in the specification that the lists are consistent after all enqueue methods are completely executed.
Due to the restriction of a finite number of objects, we do not speak of a 'verification' method here. We claim that the application of our method is instead that certain properties can be checked (for finitely many objects) systematically so that we can trust the designs more than we would trust them if they were only simulated. Also, with simulation, only a finite number of objects can be considered, and as a further and as an even more severe restriction, only a finite number of input traces can be simulated. Note that our method takes all input traces into account.
